Nulia-CHC Fellowship: Product Team

About Nulia
Nulia is a pioneer in digital enablement. Our mission is to unlock the value of software and digital technology for organizations, to digitally empower their people so they fulfill their potential. We focus on enablement because training is simply not enough for the modern workplace. We’re headquartered in downtown Eugene, Oregon and have a European office in Dublin, Ireland.

We partner with higher education institutions to provide meaningful employment, experiential learning, and leadership opportunities for motivated students from across academic disciplines. Fellows will be joining a large and diverse student workforce at the Nulia downtown office.

Fellowship Summary
Nulia’s summer fellowship program offers rising sophomores in the Robert D. Clark Honors College the opportunity to deeply engage with a topic they are passionate about while furthering their intellectual, professional, and personal goals. Each student will work on a 6-week project developing methodologies to best support users on every step of their Digital Enablement journey.

Project Concept
- Explore the most effective and innovative ways to teach new concepts to adult learners.
- Investigate how digital skills can be taught to enhance employee productivity and effectiveness.
- Research current cutting-edge education methods and determine what virtual education will look like in the future.

Qualifications and Skills
We are looking for ambitious people who are curious about technology, eager to gain professional experience, and committed to creating an amazing customer and corporate experience.

The ideal fellow will have:
- Personal, academic, or professional interest and experience in one or more of the following: Adult Learning, Psychology of Learning, Education, Training in Corporate environments.
- Enthusiastic about the process of learning and retaining information.
- Proactive critical thinking skills and the ability to take initiative, anticipate next steps and offer recommendations and solutions.
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills in independent work.
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills in both independent and group settings.

Other
Fellows are paid $15/hour and may choose to work up to 40 hours per week throughout the 6-week summer period. Fellows will also have opportunities for continued student employment with Nulia during the school year.

We are a dynamic and growing company with lots of opportunity for people to learn and grow with us! At Nulia we believe there is a place in technology for everyone, and we are committed to resourcing a company filled with people who have diverse interests, passions, and backgrounds. We endeavor to find project work aligned with students’ talents and encourage an open and collaborative environment.

Nulia is an equal opportunity employer and believes diversity and inclusion strengthen our company and our community.

To Apply
To apply, please visit nulia.cloud/jobs and click “Apply.” The application deadline for summer 2019 fellows is April 30th. For more information, contact Michele Zimba at michele@nulia.cloud.